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What is SIM?
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'Structured illumination' refers to patterns of excitation light that
are shined onto the sample. 2D SIM sequentially shines 9
sinusoidal patterns and can reconstruct an image with 2x the
resolution of a traditional light microscope.
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How???
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How Does a Traditional Light Microscope Work?
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Resolution is equivalent to the set of spatial frequencies created
when the diffraction orders that can pass through the objective
lens interfere.

Quantifying Spatial Waves in 1D
To quantify collections of spatial waves, it is
easier to think about them individually.
Decomposing a summation of waves is called a
Fourier Transform.
Joseph Fourier

1D Fourier Transform:….
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Quantifying Spatial Waves in 2D
Any distribution of signal (e.g. the fluorescence from your cells) can
be represented as a (very large) collection of sinusoidal waves.
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How can we detect high spatial frequency waves
that cannot ‘pass through’ the microscope?

Wave Multiplication Allows Higher Spatial
Frequency Waves to be Detected Indirectly
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(Product of Sines Law)
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• Can detect k1-k2 as long as k1-k2 <= diffraction limit

• Can produce k2 as long as k2 <= diffraction limit
• Highest spatial frequency that can be recovered is (k1-k2) = k2 , k1 = 2k2

Wave Multiplication in 2D
The 1D math can be applied along each axis of a 2D wave
separately. Again, sample frequencies up to 2x the excitation
frequency can be recovered.
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(Equation not pretty)

SIM Uses Wave Multiplication
SIM sequentially multiplies (heterodynes) a set of reference waves
with the fluorophore distribution in the sample.
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How to Solve the Problem when Many
Sample Frequencies are Present?
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The amplitude (A) of any given wave in the SIM raw image must
have resulted from multiplication of the sample waves with the
excitation wave:

APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)

Need More Equations…
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)
1 equation but 3 unknowns! Can’t solve…
More (independent) equations can be generated by shifting
the phase of the excitation pattern relative to the sample…

APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p1 + APr(k-k0)q1 = AImg1(k)

APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p2 + APr(k-k0)q2 = AImg2(k)
Now there are 3 equations and 3 unknowns – can solve!
This is why 2D SIM reconstruction requires 3 phases for
each angle of the excitation pattern.

Need More Pattern Angles Too…
A given excitation pattern angle is only useful for solving over onethird of frequency space. At least two other pattern angles are
required for a complete solution. This is why 3 pattern angles are
required for reconstruction.
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All Together Now…
So, for each sample wave, 9 equations are needed for super
resolution reconstruction in every direction:
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p1 + APr(k-k0)q1 = AImg1(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p2 + APr(k-k0)q2 = AImg2(k)

Excitation Wave
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APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p1 + APr(k-k0)q1 = AImg1(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p2 + APr(k-k0)q2 = AImg2(k)
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APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p + APr(k-k0)q = AImg(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p1 + APr(k-k0)q1 = AImg1(k)
APr(k) + APr(k+k0)p2 + APr(k-k0)q2 = AImg2(k)
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There are typically ~1 million spatial waves in an image of the
sample. Thus ~9 million equations must be solved per image
reconstruction!

Practical Limitations of SIM
So now you know that SIM is *really* complicated! All this math
makes many implicit assumptions and SIM does not work well (or
at all) when these assumptions are violated! Caveat Emptor!!!

When SIM will not work well:
• Dense staining pattern. Too much fluorescence is
generated that never experienced the patterned excitation.
• Thick / refractive / scattering sample. The excitation wave
pattern becomes aberrated by the sample.
• Sample moves during collection of the 9 (or more)
reference images. Math assumes the sample is stationary.
• Weak signal. Too much information is lost due to low SNR.

Thank you!

